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This will help to identify the right printer, driver, and software to print to the serial numbers. We are
offering dedicated series which can be able to the printer. There are two ways of using the Zebra
printers. One is the alternative of using the Zebra SC1001 and SC2002 or alternatively you may

prefer using the Zebra SC400 and SC500 as well. The Zebra SC1001 and SC2002 series are generally
for desktop users whereas the Zebra SC400 and SC500 are high-end devices that can be used in
multi-line applications. Again the SC1001 and SC2002 are all in one printer and the SC400 and

SC500 are two printer connected together. If you are aware of which printer is available for your
company, you can follow the guide below. Let's understand the steps involved in Zebra SC1001 and

SC2002 series to print the serial numbers. • Open the zebra printer control panel via Windows
Explorer or by browsing the computer for location of the programs zebra SC1001 or zebra SC2002.

File/print • Choose the default printer and default driver. Note: This step is usually not necessary for
the SC1001 and SC2002 series since they are designed for stand-alone operation. Choose the printer

• Press the OK button to accept the settings. • Open the Zebra printer control panel via Windows
Explorer or by browsing the computer for location of the programs zebra SC400 or zebra SC500.

File/Print • Choose the default printer and default driver. Note: This step is usually not necessary for
the SC400 and SC500 series since they are designed for stand-alone operation. Choose the printer •

Press the OK button to accept the settings.
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